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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Creams Cafe from TUNBRIDGE WELLS. Currently, there are
17 meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the restaurant owner directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What Smudgeabc likes about Creams Cafe:
Having eaten a mediocre main course in a nearby restaurant we chose to walk here for dessert and were

pleased we did. It was very quiet in the restaurant when we arrived although there was a queue for the takeaway
ice cream. We were promptly shown to a table and weren't quite ready when they initially came to take our order

due to the amazing range of options. The service was very good and it was interesting to be ab... read more.
When the weather conditions is pleasant you can also be served outside, And into the accessible rooms also

come customers with wheelchairs or physical limitations. WiFi is available free of charge. What Laura J doesn't
like about Creams Cafe:

Horrendous place. If you have any teenage children, starting to get their freedom and venturing out with their
friends with respectable parents who have been brought up to clear their own mess, whom may accidentally
break a milkshake glass..and get stereotypically blamed for doing it on purpose and charged a fiver for said

accident when already spending a good amount on a bill then avoid at all costs. read more. fine sushi (e.g., Nigiri
and Inside-Out), as well as in numerous additional variations, are prepared for you by Creams Cafe from

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, with fresh ingredients like fish, vegetables and meat, In addition, the sweet desserts of the
local shine not only in the eyes of the little guests. In this restaurant there is also an large selection of coffee and

tea specialties not to forget, and you can expect original Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Mai� Cours�
GYOZA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Biscuit� an� Cookie�
COOKIE

Milkshake�
STRAWBERRY MILKSHAKE

MILKSHAKE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�

bein� serve�
DESSERTS

ICE CREAM

Desser�
CREPES

WAFFLE

MILKSHAKES

Restauran� Categor�
ITALIAN

VEGAN

DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
BANANA

CHOCOLATE

MANGO
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